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Why Small Trash Collectors, Chambers of Commerce, Legislators, and
Others Should Support Pay As You Throw (PAYT): Making PAYT a
Conservative Issue
By Lisa A. Skumatz, Ph.D., Skumatz Economic Research Associates (SERA) and The Econservation
Institute (EI)
Pay As You Throw (PAYT) systems turn trash service into “fee for service” – a utility. Those putting out
more trash, pay more for that service. Two cans or bigger cans of trash cost more than one can, just like
using more kilowatt-hours of energy cost more. Recycle, and you save. Simple and fair. PAYT is in place
in more than 8,7001 communities around the US, and is available in some form to about 40% of the US
population. Because PAYT happens to increase recycling, it has been put into the “green” camp, and
dismissed, or openly opposed, by some. However, PAYT creates more than 10 times the jobs created
through landfilling. And it is a boon to the small, independent trash hauler. Yes, really. Let’s explore
this.
PAYT helps the small hauler: PAYT is usually designed so that it requires trash haulers to provide not
only trash service, but also recycling service for each and every one of their residential2 customers. It
also requires that residents pay for both those services. For haulers that have only been providing trash
service,3 this is a HUGE business opportunity. The government has just required that you receive more
revenues4 (and presumably more profits). And you can blame the town. Nothing about PAYT says it has
to limit the haulers providing service in the town. Nothing prefers large haulers. There are a number of
ways to provide PAYT that doesn’t require expensive wheelie containers (logo-ed bags in existing cans,
etc).5 And towns can phase it in over time to help small businesses ramp up. Towns requiring existing
haulers to expand their business and be paid for it ... how is this a bad thing for business?
PAYT is a public / private partnership: PAYT maintains community authority and private business – and
is NOT an unfunded mandate for communities. A community passes an ordinance saying that any
hauler collecting residential trash in the community (current or future) must also provide recycling
service and the cost of both services must be covered through a combined (trash) bill. It also says that
the trash bill must be higher for those putting out more trash.6 That’s pretty much it. The haulers
operating in town then provide these services. Other than perhaps a little enforcement and education,
the community’s job is over. No cost outlay for the city. A marketplace operating environment for the
haulers with public safety / health regulated a bit differently by the community. The City doesn’t (need
to) intrude in the marketplace in any substantial, physical way.
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Skumatz, Lisa A., Dana D’Souza, and Dawn BeMent, 2015,“PAYT / Variable Rates for Trash Collection: 2014
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2
Single family, and usually also small condo / town house customers. Generally all residential customers on trash
can, rather than dumpster service, are covered.
3
And for those that have been providing recycling to only a minority of customers
4
Potentially on the order of 75% or more revenues if they aren’t currently providing curbside recycling.
5
See case studies for the variety of ways PAYT is implemented on www.paytnow.org and elsewhere…
6
With the increment set via policy
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PAYT is “fee for service”: PAYT turns trash into a utility. It is marketplace pricing that charges more for
people that use more service (like water, like electricity). It is more fair. It is not a mandate, but an
improvement in equity for ratepayers. Households that put out less trash pay lower bills, just like water,
gas, electricity, phone, (groceries, clothes), etc. It is the American way.
PAYT creates jobs, jobs, jobs: Put simply, every ton diverted to recycling creates TEN TIMES the jobs
created than if those tons are landfilled.7 TEN TIMES. PAYT increases recycling more than any other
strategy that communities or legislators can put in place.8 For job reasons alone we should be shunning
landfills. Let’s go through the chain. Trash haulers hire more collection staff to collect the recycling in
addition to trash. Jobs. More jobs are created as the collected recycling is processed at recycling
centers (called MRFs, or material recovery facilities in the business), sorting and baling recyclables for
market sale. Finally, jobs are created in the US as those baled, recycled materials get used as inputs for
making products that are used by US consumers. It makes more sense to ship finished products than to
ship raw materials, so the tendency is for the jobs from recyclables to stay local.
PAYT keeps local jobs and helps local business: Materials don’t all go to China.9 Interviews with MRFs
and brokers makes it clear the vast majority of recycled materials go to firms in state, or in the
neighboring states. As one example, in the Front Range of Colorado, 90% of the materials recycled stay
within the state or the 4 states bordering Colorado. Local Jobs. Local inputs. Steel mills have always
used recycled material. And throughout the 1980s and 1990s, paper mills across North America
invested in equipment that would allow them to use recycled inputs. These mills are hurting for
material. Recycling helps this local industry, revitalizing US business and the associated US jobs.
Good for National Security / Energy Security: Recycling aluminum cans saves 95% of the energy
needed to make the next can. This saves imported oil, our trade deficit, and our pocketbook. It keeps
oil prices lower for cars, because it reduces competing demands for oil. It keeps US aluminum mills
busy. There are similar energy savings from recycling plastic, paper, tin (steel / bimetal) cans and other
materials.
Conservative “Think Tanks” love PAYT: A number of white papers on PAYT have been sponsored by
“The Reason Foundation”,10 a well-known conservative think tank. PAYT has been supported by grocery
and beverage associations.11 PAYT is “a market thing”. It is a market incentive for business-friendly and
job-friendly behavior. It brings “utility” thinking (like electricity, water, etc.) to the trash field.
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Institute for Local Self Reliance jobs multipliers. Multiplier for composting / yard waste is 4 times the jobs! This
varies some by state, but even if it is only half this figure, it is still a big advantage for recycling.
8
Skumatz, Lisa A., Ph.D., 2012, “Quit Pussyfooting: Strategies for Increasing Diversion”, Skumatz Economic
Research Associates (SERA) White Paper, Superior, CO.
9
Some do, but markets vary. And they don’t go to landfills either (except occasionally glass). Would it make sense
to spend the gas and labor to collect recyclables separately, and then put them in a landfill. It makes no business
sense.
10
Skumatz, Lisa A., Ph.D., 1993, “Variable Rates for Municipal Solid Waste: Implementation, Experience,
Economics, and Legislation”, Skumatz Economic Research Associates, Superior, CO, prepared for Reason
Foundation, Los Angeles, CA, June.
11
Skumatz, Lisa A, and Juri Freeman, 2008, “Increasing Recycling Now! Implementing Recycling and PAYT
Ordinances, Legislation, or Contracting: Practical Guide and Model Language”, Skumatz Economic Research
Associates, Inc. (SERA), Prepared with Partial Support of American Beverage Association (ABA), August.
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PAYT can be put in place by local or state / national legislators: PAYT takes political leadership to make
a slightly new “level playing field”. Once that is in place, the market takes over. That leadership can be
at the community or county level,12 state level,13 or possibly the national level. All that is needed is an
ordinance (or similar) that states that all haulers operating in an area must 1) charge for service using
PAYT, and 2) charges for recycling cannot be separate, but must be embedded in the trash bill.14 It does
NOT limit the number of haulers that can operate, but creates a level playing field in which haulers
operate in the marketplace. There is much precedent. PAYT Is in place in thousands of communities,15
is required by hundreds of towns and counties across the US, and required by 4 states.16 By putting
PAYT ordinances in place, the communities, counties, and states are putting in place a very powerful –
and very local - job creation ordinance.
The “greenies” like it too: Yes, PAYT increases recycling.17 Yes, it is the cheapest and fastest way to
reduce green-house gas.18 It happens to reduce waste (and wastefulness). But just because the
“greenies” might like it too, doesn’t diminish the national security, business friendly, and most
importantly, job benefits of PAYT. If Democrats want to come across the aisle and support PAYT, jobs
still increase. American jobs win.

Summary:

There are sample ordinances and resources available to help communities, counties, legislators,
and others implement PAYT19, and examples from 8,700 communities around the nation.20
PAYT is not “owned” by anyone – it can be adopted by any community, any county, or state
without any licensing fee. PAYT is merely a different way to pay for trash – a way that creates
jobs, creates local jobs, and increases national security. It is very quick to implement,
represents a public / private partnership, isn’t an unfunded mandate, and doesn’t impinge on
local “authority”. Let’s think about it. Want jobs? Why not a win-win like PAYT?
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Ibid. Legislation elements described in this report.
Skumatz, Lisa A., Dana D’Souza, and Dawn BeMent, 2015,“PAYT / Variable Rates for Trash Collection: 2014
Update”, Econservation Institute, Superior CO, prepared for EPA Region 9, February. This report includes a list of
states requiring PAYT
14
There are a few more details (Skumatz, 2004). They follow: recycling, embedded, minimum materials, minimum
collection frequency, percent rate differentials, enforcement / and audit / review of books, education.
15
Both large and small communities (as small as 50), and with curbside and cases with only drop-off recycling.
16
Skumatz, Lisa A., Dana D’Souza, and Dawn BeMent, 2015,“PAYT / Variable Rates for Trash Collection: 2014
Update”, Econservation Institute, Superior CO, prepared for EPA Region 9, February. Earlier counts included in
Skumatz, Lisa A., Ph.D., and David J. Freeman, 2006, “PAYT in the US: 2006 Update and Analyses”, Skumatz
Economic Research Associates (SERA), Superior, CO, prepared for SERA and USEPA, December.
17
Ibid.
18
Ibid.
19
A wealth of free resources is included on www.paytnow.org and other sites
20
Skumatz, Lisa A., Dana D’Souza, and Dawn BeMent, 2015,“PAYT / Variable Rates for Trash Collection: 2014
Update”, Econservation Institute, Superior CO, prepared for EPA Region 9, February.
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